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Abstract
The path from hydrocarbons and climate change to 100% renewable energy requires a complete 
transformation of human mobility systems—from oil to solar electricity, and away from personal cars to 
shared transit. Electric (and autonomous) personal vehicles cannot scale rapidly enough to address CO2 
increase and resource depletion. While atmospheric science can characterize the challenge, design 
science aimed at order of magnitude improvements in energy and resource consumption is needed to 
achieve carbon free transit that can scale rapidly for urban mobility. 
An NGO and University engineering team collaboration has led to a multi-disciplinary international 
program creating prototypes and test tracks to demonstrate the efficacy and economics of solar- 
powered, automated, non-stop origin-to-destination, elevated on-demand transit systems. With their 
aptitude for innovation, students in the Solar Skyways challenge have convened from several countries in 
order to propel development and overcome resistance from the automotive industry incumbency. 
Innovation has been occurring in lesser developed countries as well as in the industrialized world. 
An online curriculum has been developed and will be presented to encourage international participation 
and rapid acceleration for sustainable zero-net-carbon transportation. 



Climate change will change Silicon Valley



If Silicon Valley were perfect, with zero emissions, 
what good would it do?  

3,000,000
7,400,000,000

= 0.04%

If Techies are serious about survival, their only 
option is to export zero emission solutions





Solar & Wind  
can handle electricity 

demand

The question is how to 
handle transportation 

with solar

100% Renewable needs 100% Renewable Transport



Solar Automated Nonstop Elevated Transportation 
Networks (“Podcars”) are unique & robust
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Solar mobility offers cities a powerful tool to 
mitigate climate change and build a viable future     



The Spartan Superway has completed 4 years of R&D



The Spartan Superway is now in its 5th year



The Curriculum is simple

Design Build Test



Students and interns have designed, built and 
tested key elements of Solar Podcar Systems



We have a well-equipped workshop



A key curriculum tool is rapid, hi-profile publishing



An extensive library is also available



We offer 3 ways for you to get involved

2017 Urban International Design Contest

short 
course

Spartan 
Superway 
Summer 

Internships





The Urban International Design Contest will 
culminate at Podcar City 11 next November

Winter & Spring 2017 Build your local team  
Summer 2017 Design internships in Silicon Valley 
September & October  2017 Local design workshops (charrettes) 
November 2017 Compete at Podcar City 11



We provide curriculum & staff for 2 week courses

short 
course Engineering 

Architecture

Urban Planning

Design



Join the Spartan Superway Summer Internship 
Program, June–July 2017 in Silicon Valley 

Spartan Superway 
Summer 

Internships



Interns from Sweden have participated



Interns from South Korea have participated



Interns from France have participated



Interns from Brazil have participated



The Solar Skyways Network is growing



For more information, go to www.solarskyways.net


